We prove that there exists a positive integer ν n depending only on n such that for every smooth projective n-fold of general type X defined over C, | mK X | gives a birational rational map from X into a projective space for every m ≥ ν n . This theorem gives an affirmative answer to Severi's conjecture. The key ingredients of the proof are the theory of AZD which was originated by the aurhor and the subadjunction formula for AZD's of logcanoncial divisors.
Introduction
Let X be a smooth projective variety and let K X be the canonical bundle of X. X is said to be of general type, if K X is big, i.e., lim m→∞ m − dim X dim H 0 (X, O X (mK X )) > 0 holds.
The following problem is fundamental to study projective vareity of general type.
Problem Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type. Find a positive integer m 0 such that for every m ≥ m 0 , | mK X | gives a birational rational map from X into a projective space.
If dim X = 1, it is well known that | 3K X | gives a projective embedding. In the case of smooth projective surfaces of general type, E. Bombieri showed that | 5K X | gives a birational rational map from X into a projective space ( [5] ). But for the case of dim X ≥ 3, very little is known about the above problem.
The main purpose of this article is to prove the following theorems.
Theorem 1.1 There exists a positive integer ν n which depends only on n such that for every smooth projective n-fold X of general type defined over C, | mK X | gives a birational rational map from X into a projective space for every m ≥ ν n .
Theorem 1.2 There exists a positive number C n which depends only on n such that for every smooth projective n-fold X of general type defined over C, µ(X, K X ) := n! · lim m→∞ m − dim X dim H 0 (X, O X (mK X )) ≥ C n holds.
For smooth projective varieties with ample canonical bundle, Theorem 1.1 has already been known (cf. [7, 1] ). Ovbiously the main difficulty is the fact that K X is not ample in general. The key ingredients of the proof are the subadjunction formula of Y. Kawamata ([11] ) which relates the canonical divisors of the ambient space and the minimal center of the logcanonical singularities and Siu's argument which was used to prove the invariance of plurigenera for smooth projective family of varieties of general type ( [24] ). Combining these we can prove an AZD version of the subadjunction formula. This relates the AZD of the logcanonical divisor of the ambient space and the AZD of the logcanonical divisor on the (local) minimal center of logcanonical singularities. From this point of view, Siu's theorem ( [24] ) can be viewed as a special case of this subadjunction formula for AZD's, although the proof of the formula depends on the argument in [24] .
In the the previous version, we have used the finite generation of canonical rings ( [28] ) for simplicity. But it will be much better to give a proof without using canonical models. In this version, we do not use the finite generation of canonical rings. Hence we need to use an AZD of canonical divisor instead of an Zariski decomposition of canonical divisor. This makes the proof a little bit transcendental. But actually the present proof is essentially algebraic except the use of variation of Hodge structures. The main difference from the previous version is that we need to use countable Zariski topology instead of usual Zariski topology.
The number ν n is not computable at present because the proof uses the abstract fact about the Hilbert scheme. In this paper, all projective varieties are defined over C. In this paper "very general" means outside of at most countable union of proper closed Zariski closed subsets,i.e., open in countable Zariski topology and "general" means generic in usual Zariski topology. This paper is a refined version of my preprint [27] .
Preliminaries

Multiplier ideal sheaves
In this section, we shall review the basic definitions and properties of multiplier ideal sheaves.
Definition 2.1 Let L be a line bundle on a complex manifold M. A singular hermitian metric h is given by
where h 0 is a C ∞ -hermitian metric on L and ϕ ∈ L 1 loc (M) is an arbitrary function on M.
The curvature current Θ h of the singular hermitian line bundle (L, h) is defined by
where ∂∂ is taken in the sense of a current. The L 2 -sheaf L 2 (L, h) of the singular hermitian line bundle (L, h) is defined by
where U runs opens subsets of M. In this case there exists an ideal sheaf
holds. We call I(h) the multiplier ideal sheaf of (L, h). If we write h as
where h 0 is a C ∞ hermitian metric on L and ϕ ∈ L 1 loc (M) is the weight function, we see that
holds. We also denote L 2 (O M , e −ϕ ) by I(ϕ). Let (L, h) be a singular hermitian line bundle on a smooth projective variety X such that Θ h ≥ −ω holds for some C ∞ Kähler form ω on X. Then by [20, p. 561] , we see that I(h) is a coherent sheaf of O X -ideal. In this case we set
and call it the closure of I(h).
Similarly we obtain the sheaf
and call it the L ∞ -multiplier ideal sheaf of (L, h). We have the following vanishing theorem. 
To analyze multiplier ideal sheaves the following invariant is useful. 
We define the Lelong number ν(T, O) at O by
where | x |= ( | x i | 2 ) 1/2 . It is easy to see that ν(T, O) is independent of the choice of ϕ and local coordinates around O. For an analytic subset V of a complex manifold X, we set
Also for an almost plurisubharmonic function (i.e., a sum of a plurisubharmonc function and a C ∞ -function) ϕ on ∆ n we define the Lelong number
Remark 2.1 More generally the Lelong number is defined for a closed positive (k, k)-current on a complex manifold.
The following lemma shows a rough relationship between the Lelong number of ν(Θ h , x) at x ∈ X and the stalk of the multiplier ideal sheaf I(h) x at x. 
holds.
In the case of the Lelong number at an irreducible divisor, by taking a slicing by curves as above, we obtain : holds.
Now let us explain the reason why we consider the closure of multiplier ideals. Let h be a singular hermitian metric on a line bundle L on a complex manifold X with Θ h is bounded from below by a C ∞ (1, 1)-form on X. ThenĪ(h) is coherent ideal sheaf on X by [20, p.561 ]. Let f : Y −→ X be a modification such that f * Ī is locally free. If we take f properly, we may assume that there exists a divisor F = F i with normal crossings on Y such that
hold on Y for some nonnegative integers {a i } and {b i }. Then by Lemma 2.1,
holds for every i. In this wayĪ(h) is determined by the Lelong numbers of the curvature current on some modification.
Analytic Zariski decomposition
To study a big line bundle we introduce the notion of analytic Zariski decompositions. By using analytic Zariski decompositions, we can handle big line bundles like a nef and big line bundles. 
is isomorphim. The notion of an AZD can be generalized for singular hermitian line bundles as follows. The following argument is essentially due to J.P. Demailly. Let (L, h L ) be an singular hermitian line bundle on a smooth projective variety X. Let ω be a C ∞ Kähler form on X. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied :
1. there exists a positive constant c such that Let h 0 be a C ∞ -hermitian metric on L. Let us set
Since the righthandside is nonempty by the assumption, ϕ is well defined. Let ϕ be the uppersemicontinuous envelope of ϕ ′ (we only need to change the values of ϕ ′ on a set of masure 0). We set 
holds. We see that
holds for every m ≥ 0. In fact for every and
hold. Hence we have the desired isomorphism :
for every m ≥ 0. But in general the isomorphism
may not hold for every m ≥ 0. In this sense the canonical AZD h can is not an AZD in the original sense. But we shall use this teminology in this paper. If h L is a C ∞ metric, then we have the isomorphism
holds for every m ≥ 0 by the ring structure of R(X, L). This implies that for every pseudoeffective line bundle L, there exists an AZD of L.
For an AZD h of a big line bundle L, the Lelong number of the curvature Θ h can be related to the asymptotic behavior of the base loci of | mL | (m ≥ 1). Proof. Let π :X −→ X be the blowing up at x and let E be the exceptional set of π. Then
holds by Lemma 2.2. Then by Lemma 2.1, we see that
holds. By the definition of an AZD and the ring structure of R(X, L), this estimate implies that
holds for every m ≥ 1. Hence we have that
holds. On the other hand by Kodaira's lemma, there exists an effective Qdivisor E on X such that L−E is ample. Let a be a sufficiently large positive integer such that A := a(L − E) is Cartier and for every m ≥ 0
is globally generated on X. This is possible by [24, p.664, Proposition 1]. This means that
holds. By (♯) and (♭), we obtain the desired equality
Volume of projective varieties
To measure the positivity of big line bundles on a projective variety we shall introduce a volume of a projective variety with respect to a line bundle.
Definition 2.4
Let L be a line bundle on a compact complex manifold M of dimension n. We define the L-volume of M by
Definition 2.5 ([28]) Let (L, h) be a singular hermitian line bundle on a smooth projective variety
where tor denotes the torsion part of the sheaf O Y (mL) ⊗ I(h m ).
The following proposition will not be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1, but will be used in the application.
Here we include the proof of Proposition 2.2. To prove Proposition 2.2, we quote the following theorem. holds.
Let p m : Y m −→ Y be a resolution of the base locus of | mL | and let p * m | mL |=| P m | +F m be the decomposition into the free part and the fixed part. Letp m : X m −→ X be a modification such that there exists a natural morphism f m :
holds. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.2. Q.E.D.
Corollary 2.2 Let f : X −· → Y be a generically finite rational map between smooth projective varieties of general type. Then
Stratification of varieties by multiplier ideal sheaves
In this section we shall construct a stratification of a smooth projective variety X of general type by using an AZD h of K X . We use the ideas in [1, 29] to construct the stratification. But since (K X , h) is not an ample line bundle, the argument is a little bit more involved.
Construction of a stratification
Let X be a smooth projective n-fold of general type. Let h be an AZD of K X . Let us denote µ(X, K X ) by µ 0 . We set
Then X • is a nonempty Zariski open subset of X.
Let ε be a sufficiently small positive number. Then
for every sufficiently large m, where M x , M x ′ denote the maximal ideal sheaf of the points x, x ′ respectively.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let us consider the exact sequence:
hold, we see that Lemma 3.1 holds. Q.E.D.
Let us take a sufficiently large positive integer m 0 and let σ be a gen-
). We define a singular hermitian metric h 0 on K X by
Then
holds, where (σ) denotes the closed positive current defined by the divisor (σ). Hence Θ h 0 is a closed positive current. Let α be a positive number and let I(α) denote the multiplier ideal sheaf of h α 0 , i.e.,
where h X is an arbitrary C ∞ -hermitian metric on K X . Let us define a positive number α 0 (= α 0 (x, y)) by
Since ( n i=1 | z i | 2 ) −n is not locally integrable around O ∈ C n , by the construction of h 0 , we see that
holds. Then one of the following two cases occurs. We first consider Case 1.1. Let δ be a sufficiently small positive number and let V 1 be the germ of subscheme at x defined by the ideal sheaf I(α 0 + δ). By the coherence of I(α)(α > 0), we see that if we take δ sufficiently small, then V 1 is independent of δ. It is also easy to verify that V 1 is reduced if we take δ sufficiently small. In fact if we take a log resolution of (X, α 0 m 0 (σ)), V 1 is the image of the divisor with discrepancy −1 (for example cf. [9, p.207] ). Let X 1 be a subvariety of X which defines a branch of V 1 at x. We consider the following two cases. For the first we consider Case 2.1. Suppose that X 1 is not isolated at x. Let n 1 denote the dimension of X 1 . Let us define the volume µ 1 of X 1 with respect to K X by
Lemma 3.2 Let ε be a sufficiently small positive number and let x 1 , x 2 be distinct regular points on X 1 ∩ X • . Then for a sufficiently large m > 1,
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is identical as that of Lemma 3.1, since
hold for every m by Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.1.
By Kodaira's lemma there is an effective Q-divisor E such that K X − E is ample. Let ℓ 1 be a sufficiently large positive integer which will be specified later such that
is Cartier.
Lemma 3.3 If we take ℓ 1 sufficiently large, then
is surjective for every m ≥ 0.
Proof. Let us take a locally free resolution of the ideal sheaf I X 1 of X 1 .
Then by the trivial extension of the case of vector bundles, if ℓ 1 is sufficiently large, we see that
holds for every m ≥ 1, q ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ k. In fact if we take ℓ 1 sufficiently large, we see that for every j, 
be a composition of successive blowing ups with smooth centers such that
holds for every p ≥ 1 and m ≥ 1.
We note that by the definition of multiplier ideal sheaves
holds. Hence by Sublemma 3.1 and Sublemma 3.2 and the Leray spectral sequence, we see that
holds for every q ≥ 1 and m ≥ 1. Hence every element of
extends to an element of
Also there exists a natural map
. Hence we can extend every element of
Since
holds by the isomorphism Let τ be a general section in H 0 (X, O X (L 1 )). Let m 1 be a sufficiently large positive integer and let σ ′ 1 be a general element of
where x 1 , x 2 ∈ X 1 are distinct nonsingular points on X 1 . By Lemma 3.2, we may assume that σ ′ 1 is nonzero. Then by Lemma 3.3 we see that
We may assume that there exists a neighbourhood U x,x ′ of {x, x ′ } such that the divisor (σ 1 ) is smooth on U x,x ′ − X 1 by Bertini's theorem, if we take ℓ 1 sufficiently large, since by Theorem 2.1,
is surjective for every y ∈ X and m ≥ 0, where O X (−X 1 ) is the ideal sheaf of X 1 . We define a singular hermitian metric h 1 on K X by
Let ε 0 be a sufficiently small positive number and let I 1 (α) be the multiplier ideal sheaf of h α 0 −ε 0 0 · h α 1 ,i.e.,
Suppose that x, x ′ are nonsingular points on X 1 . Then we set x 1 = x, x 2 = x ′ and define α 1 (= α 1 (x, y)) > 0 by
By Lemma 3.3 we may assume that we have taken m 1 so that
To prove Lemma 3.4, we need the following elementary lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let (z 1 , . . . , z n ) be a local coordinate on a neighbourhood U of x in X such that
We set r 1 = ( n i=n 1 +1 | z 1 | 2 ) 1/2 and r 2 = ( n 1 i=1 | z i | 2 ) 1/2 . Then there exists a positive constant C such that
holds on a neighbourhood of x, where denotes the norm with respect to h m 1 +ℓ 1 X . We note that there exists a positive integer M such that
holds on a neighbourhood of the generic point of U ∩ X 1 , where denotes the norm with respect to h m 0 X . Then by Lemma 3.5, we have the inequality
holds. By using the fact that
we obtain that
If x or x ′ is a singular point on X 1 , we need the following lemma. For the next we consider Case 1.2 and Case 2.2. We note that in Case 2.2 by modifying σ a little bit , if necessary we may assume that (O X /I(α 0 − ε)) x ′ = 0 and (O X /I(α 0 − ε ′ )) x = 0 hold for a sufficiently small positive number ε ′ . For example it is sufficient to replace σ by the following σ ′ constructed below.
Let X ′ 1 be a subvariety which defines a branch of Spec(O X /I(α + δ)) at x ′ . By the assumption (changing X 1 , if necessary) we may assume that X ′ 1 does not contain x. Let m ′ be a sufficiently large positive integer such that m ′ /m 0 is sufficiently small (we can take m 0 arbitrary large).
Let τ x ′ be a general element of
Then we see that the new singular hermitian metric h ′ 0 defined by σ ′ satisfies the desired property.
In these cases, instead of Lemma 3.2, we use the following simpler lemma.
Lemma 3.7 Let ε be a sufficiently small positive number and let x 1 be a smooth point on X 1 . Then for a sufficiently large m > 1,
Then taking a general σ ′ 1 in
for a sufficiently large m 1 . As in Case 1.1 and Case 2.1 we obtain a proper subvariety X 2 in X 1 also in this case. Inductively for distinct points x, x ′ ∈ X • , we construct a strictly decreasing sequence of subvarieties
where R x ′ (or R x ) is a subvariety such that x deos not belong to R x ′ and x ′ belongs to R x ′ . and invariants (depending on small positive numbers ε 0 , . . . , ε r−1 , large positive integers m 0 , m 1 , . . . , m r , etc.) : α 0 , α 1 , . . . , α r , µ 0 , µ 1 , . . . , µ r and n > n 1 > · · · > n r .
By Nadel's vanishing theorem we have the following lemma. Proof. Let us define the singular hermitian metric h x,x ′ of (m−1)K X defined by
where h L is a C ∞ -hermitian metric on the Q-line bundle L := K X − E with strictly positive curvature and δ L be a sufficiently small positive number. Then we see that I(h x,x ′ ) defines a subscheme of X with isolated support around x or x ′ by the definition of the invariants {α i }'s. By the construction the curvature current Θ h x,x ′ is strictly positive on X. Then by Nadel's vanishing theorem (Theorem 2.1) we see that
This implies that Φ |mK X | separates x and x ′ . Q.E.D.
Construction of the stratification as a family
In this subsection we shall construct the above stratification as a family. We note that for a fixed pair (x, x ′ ) ∈ X • × X • − ∆ X , r i=0 α i depends on the choice of {X i }'s, where ∆ X denotes the diagonal of X ×X. Moving (x, x ′ ) in X • × X • − ∆ X , we shall consider the above operation simultaneously. Let us explain the procedure. We set 
In this case we consider
where I Z denotes the ideal sheaf of Z. Letσ 0 be a nonzero global meromorphic section of
on B for a sufficiently large positive integer m 0 . We define the singular hermitian metrich 0 on p * K X bỹ
We shall replace α 0 bỹ 
We note that by its definition the volume µ(f −1 1 (b 0 ), (K X , h)) is constant on a nonempty open subset say U ′ 0 of U 0 with respect to countable Zariski topology. We denote the constant byμ 0 . Continueing this process we may construct a finite morphism 
constructed as before, where R x (resp. R x ′ ) is a subvariety of X which is disjoint from x ′ (resp. x). And we also obtain invariants {α 0 , . . . ,α r }, {μ 0 , . . . ,μ r }, {n =ñ 0 . . . ,ñ r }. Hereafter we denote these invariants without for simplicity. By the same proof as Lemma 3.4, we have the following lemma. Lemma 3.9
By Lemma 3.8 we obtain the following proposition. | mK X | gives a birational rational map from X into a projective space.
Lemma 3.10 Let X i be a strata of a very general member of the stratification parametrized by B r . If Φ |mK X | | X i is birational rational map onto its image,
Proof. Let p :X −→ X be the resolution of the base locus of | mK X | and let p * | mK X |=| P m | +F m be the decomposition into the free part | P m | and the fixed component F m . Let p i :X i −→ X i be the resolution of the base locus of Φ |mK X | | X i obtained by the restriction of p on p −1 (X i ). Let
be the decomposition into the free part | P m,i | and the fixed part F m,i . We
holds. Then by the ring structure of R(X, K X ), we have that
is injective for every ν ≥ 1. Hence there exists a natural morphism
for every ν ≥ 1. This morphism is clearly injective. This implies that
holds. Since P m,i is nef and big on X i we see that
holds. This implies that
4 Proof of Theorem 1.1 and Therem 1.2.
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 simultaeneously.
Variation of Hodge structure
The key ingredient of the proof is the following subadjunction formula. 
In particular W has only rational singularities. holds. Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type as in Section 3. We use the same notations as in Section 3. Let
be a very general stratification constructed as in Section 3, where R x (resp. R x ′ ) is a subvariety of X which is disjoint from x ′ (resp. x) and let µ 0 , . . . , µ r n 1 , . . . , n r be the invariants as in Section 3. If the stratification is very general, X i (0 ≤ i ≤ r) are projective varieties of general type. By [12, p.494, Theorem 1.6], we see that X i are normal on a neighbourhood of {x, } (or {x ′ }).
LetD i be the divisor on X which corresponds to the singular hermitian metric
By the definition (m i + ℓ i )D i is a Cartier divisor linearly equivalent to (m i + ℓ i )K X . Let F i be the divisor defined by
where D runs all the prime divisors on X. We set
Then by the definition of an AZD, we see that D i is an effective Q-divisor on X. By the definition of F i , we see that X i is a center of logcanonical singularities of (X, D i ). Let
be a log-resolution of (X, D i ) which factors through an embedded resolution
Let Z i denote the strict transform of X i in V i . If we take ρ i properly, we may and do assume that there exists an effective Q-divisor G i on V i such that
As is stated in [13, Remark 2.2], the above modification using G i is by no means essential, since the argument in [11] which uses the variation of Hodge structure does not change. Let W i be an irreducible component of (f * (D i )) red satisfying the following conditions :
W i exists by the construction of D i . Let
be the natural morphism. Now we compare the logcanonical divisor
The key point of the proof of Theorem 4.1 is to show some semipositivity of the direct image sheaf of the relative multilogcanonical bundle by using the variation of Hodge structure and the branched covering trick ([11, Theorem 2]). Applying Theorem 4.1 for (V i , ρ * i D i − G i ) (with minimal center Z i ), we obtain the following lemma. 
for every positive rational number ǫ and every sufficiently large m, where H is an arbitrary ample divisor on Z i .
By the construction of D i , we see that for every ν ≥ 1
holds, where β i is the rational number defined by
respectively. Hence by Lemma 4.1, we have the following lemma.
holds. In particular for every rational number β ≥ β i , we have that
Subadjunction for AZD's
In the last subsection, we have proved that for every rational number β ≥ β i , we have that
To prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2, roughly speaking, we need to replace K Y i by the AZD π * i (K X , h) in the above formula (see also Remark 4.1 below). Namely we need to compare the growth of sections of f * i K Z i and that of the restriction π * i (K X , h) | W i . The following lemma is crucial to prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. Lemma 4.3
holds for every i. 
be a log-resolution of (X, D i ) as above and and let W i be the irreducible component of (π * i D i ) red as above. Let R be an reduced effective divisor such that X − X • ⊆ R. We set 
is a subspace of
Proof of Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4. Let a i be a positive integer such that
as a singular hermitian metric on L m . Let H be a canonical AZD of
and let H 0 be a canonical AZD of
Let h L i be a C ∞ -hermitian metric on L m . Let ϕ,ϕ 0 be the functions on W i defined by
respectively. Also we define a function ξ i by where h A be a C ∞ -hermitian metric on A with strictly positive curvature.
The following lemma is clear. Proof. The proof here is essentially same as in [24, p.670, Proposition 5] . We prove the lemma by induction on ℓ.
If ℓ = 1,
Suppose that the induction step ℓ has been settled. Let σ be an element of
Then by the induction assumption, we have that
hold. We note that the singular hermiian metric
on mK X has semipositive curvature in the sense of a current. Then by the definitions of L m and ξ i , Nadel's vanishing theorem (Theorem 2.1) implies that
holds. Hence σ is the restriction of an element of
This implies that
holds. Since
is globally generated by the construction of A, we conclude that
holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.6. Q.E.D.
We note that the above argument is valid for any choice of π i . Then by Lemma 4.6, Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 2.1, we see that for any modificatioñ w i :W i −→ W i and for every ℓ ≥ 1, 
holds. Hence we see that
holds for every ℓ ≥ 1.
On the other hand by the definition of ϕ 0 , we have that
we see that
hold for every ℓ ≥ 1. This implies that
holds for every ℓ ≥ 1. We note that by Proposition 2.1 and the basic properties of the closure of multiplier ideals (cf. the last part of Section 2.1),
holds for every ℓ ≥ 1 by the definition of the AZD's. Of course here we need to apply Proposition 2.1 on some modification of Y i which depends on ℓ (cf. the last part of Section 2.1). Hence we see that
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. Let us take m to be 2β i in Lemma 4.4. In this case we need to take ℓ so that ℓβ i is an integer. Then letting ℓ tend to infinity by Lemma 4.4 we have that 
But this improvement is not essential for us.
By entirely the same argument as above, we obtain the following subadjunction theorem. holds.
Although Theorem 4.2 is not necessary to prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2, it may have independent interest. For example if we apply Theorem 4.2 to the case that 1. π : X −→ ∆ is a smooth projective family of varieties of general type over a unit disk, 2. L is a trivial bundle, 3. D = X 0 (:= π −1 (0)), we may deduce the invariance of plurigenera by using the L 2 -extension theorem ( [22] ). But this argument is essentially the same as in [24] .
Remark 4.2 In Theorem 4.2 (by the proof ) we may replace the AZD h by the canonical AZD h ′ of
where h K , h H are C ∞ hermitian metrics on K X and H repsectively and h L is a canonical AZD of L. This makes Theorem 4.2 a little bit better. Also we may replace 2α by α if the codimension of W is greater than or equal to 2 as in Remark 4.1.
Inductive estimates
By the inductive assumption and Lemma 4.3, we see that (1 + 2 i−1 j=0 α j ) n i · µ i ≥ C(n i ) n i holds, since β i ≤ i−1 j=0 α j holds. Since
holds by Lemma 3.9,
holds for every i ≥ 1. Inductively we see that if µ 0 ≤ 1 holds, r i=0 α i ≤ 1 n √ µ 0 C(C(1), . . . , C(n − 1)) holds where C(C(1), . . . C(n − 1)) is a positive constant depending only on C(1), . . . , C(n − 1). Hence if µ 0 < 1 holds then we see that deg Φ |(1+⌈ r i=0 α i ⌉)K X | (X) ≤ 2 n C(C(1), . . . , C(n − 1)) n holds. This implies that X is birationally bounded if µ 0 = µ(X, K X ) ≤ 1 hold. Let H be an irreducible component of the Hilbert scheme of a projective space. Let H 0 be the Zariski open subset of H which parametrizes irreducible subvarieties. Then there exists a finite stratification of H 0 by Zariski locally closed subsets such that on each strata there exists a simultaeneous resolution of the universal family on the strata. We note that the volume of the canonical bundle of the resolution is constant on each strata by [21, 24] . Hence there exists a positive constant C(n) such that µ(X, K X ) ≥ C(n) holds for every projective variety X of general type of dimension n. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. Using ( * ) there exists a universal constant ν n depending only on n (more precisely depending only on C(1), . . . , C(n)) such that ⌈ r i=0 α i + 1⌉ ≤ ν n holds. By Proposition 3.1, this completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. Q.E.D.
Some application
Let X be a smooth projective variety. We set 
